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An image can be understood as a Distribution of Attributes of Objects 
(DAO) in the image. Image fusion is a part of information fusion or 
association of attributes of objects on the basis of acquired images. From 
this understanding, image fusion is not a “pure” image processing 
problem. Rather, researchers should pay more attention to the underlying 
physical implication of images. In this paper we bring forward a few new 
concepts that would be essential in the theory and technique of 
multi-sensor image fusion. On this basis, a few key techniques are 
discussed relating to image fusion. The range of the related research 
work on multi-sensor image fusion remains large, multifold and 
challenging. More research is needed on the theoretical and conceptual 
models of image and data fusion.  
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1. Introduction 
Image fusion is an important part of information fusion, which is the technology that 
combines several images of the same area or the same object under different imaging 
conditions (such as at different time, different weather conditions, different sensor 
types, different working waveband, different polarization modes, etc.) to implement 
the image processing task effectively，such as pattern or object identification, region 
segmentation and statistics, regional change description, etc. [Moser and Serpico 
2009, Pastina and Spina 2009, Hizem et al. 2009, Wang et al. 2009, Qian et al. 2009, 
Bovolo et al. 2010]. These image processing tasks aim to serve for superior-level 
application in the statistical analysis and investigation of land resources and urban 
development [Unsalan 2009, Hedman et al. 2010], the statistic and investigation of 
agriculture and forestry and disasters [Petillot et al. 2010, Brunner 2010, Ma and 
Yang 2009, Licciardi et al. 2009], some military affairs, and more [Wu et al. 2009, 
Cartmill et al. 2009, Thomas 2008, Simone 2002, Gamba 2005, Karantzalos and 
Paragios 2010, Calhoun and Adali 2009, Gundimada and Asari 2009]. For different 
application purposes, image fusion involves common techniques as well as some 
different techniques and requirements [Yang and Li 2010, Looney and Mandic 2009, 
Copeland et al. 2010, Joshi and Jalobeanu 2010, Jun et al. 2009, Kumar and Dass 
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2009, Molch 2010, Monwar and Gavrilova 2009, Masini et al. 2009, Chen et al. 
2010, Wan et al. 2009, Zhang et al. 2009, Li and Leung 2009, Xie et al. 2010, Poh et 
al. 2010, Celik and Ma 2010, Udelhoven et al. 2009, Jeffrey et al. 2009, Kalka et al. 
2010]. 

One typical application of image fusion is as follows. Through a reconnaissance 
flight, someone found a tent in the forest from an aerial photo; at the same time by 
making use of an infrared imaging device he discovered a heat sources inside the 
tent; and furthermore a radar imaging apparatus reported that there existed metal 
objects inside the tent. Naturally, much complete information about the tent can be 
acquired if we combine these three pictures together than could be obtained from a 
single sensor alone.  

In the field of land surveying and mapping, geologic surveying, agriculture 
evaluation, and weather forecasting, it is usually needed to synthesize one or more 
remote sensing images with an artificial geographical map to achieve different 
purposes. For example, a more clear and visual image interpretation helps the 
non-specialist to visually understand information expressed in the image, such as 
weather changing, disaster circumstances, regional distribution of various data, etc. 
However, from the view angle of image processing, this technique would be called 
as image composition or image synthesis, which is different from image fusion 
technically and conceptually [Kumar 1995, Flusser 2007, Goshtasby 2007]. Image 
synthesis is the technique that synthesizes various required contents of several 
images with known content to form a new image according to the application 
purpose. But the problem resolved by image fusion is just to identify the image 
content (identify objects, identify characteristics of the image region, identify image 
changes, etc.). Since a single image often cannot provide sufficient information for 
identification, we need to combine images acquired by multi-sensors or under 
different conditions to improve the accuracy of interpretation and the 
comprehensiveness of knowledge. In this way, image fusion is a research branch of 
data fusion [Pohl and Van Genderen 1998, Hall 1997], while image synthesis needs 
not to be built on these concepts.  

The concept of information fusion appears earlier in a research report of the 
American military aspect in 1972. Suppose that there are several information sources 
will all take effect when an electrical system or weapon equipment acts. In such a 
case, we must find a method to synthetically determine an optimal action according 
to all information sources. Such method is called information fusion. This concept 
quickly spread to the command, control and decision systems and many other 
applied fields. 

Generally, image fusion is performed at three different processing levels: Pixel, 
Feature, and Decision level [Pohl and Van Genderen 1998，Hall and Llinas 1997, 
Dong et.al. 2009, Simone et al. 2002, Vijayaraj et al. 2006, Smith and Heather 2005, 
Blum and Liu 2006]. For many years, researchers in our area popularly accepted 
such a definition: “Image fusion is the combination of two or more different 
images to form a new image by using a certain algorithm” [Genderen and Pohl 
1994]. The number of published research reports on this topic is increasing year 
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by year. However, the criticisms from the remote sensing application aspects 
should not be overlooked: in recent twenty to thirty years, no essential progress 
has been achieved yet by image fusion techniques for object identification, 
classification, and change detection. This fact impacts us to recheck the related 
research work. We feel that many researchers have paid their attention to the 
research of pixel-level image fusion, but less effort to the other aspects. Pixel-level 
image fusion is useful in many cases [Pohl and Van Genderen 1998, Zhang et al. 
2009, Kumar and Dass 2009]. For multi-sensor image fusion, however, pixel-level 
fusion does not always meaningful. In a typical remote sensing application, for 
example, the results of image fusion may be exhibited by using artificial tags on a 
geographic map or several geographic maps with a few pseudo-colored areas. In fact, 
the artificial tags and the pseudo-colored areas are much more convenient and 
intuitive to describe the abundant attributes of objects. In such a case, the task of 
image fusion is to produce a set of numerical describers for objects, rather than a 
fused image.       

The simple example mentioned previously has already concealed the basic 
meanings and requirements of image fusion technique. (1) A preprocessing step is 
required that implements the geometric alignment of several images acquired by 
different sensors. Such techniques are called as multi-sensor image registration. (2) 
The secondary preprocessing step is also needed that segments the commonly 
interesting region of images. (3) The third preprocessing step should solve the 
problem of extracting and describing the attributes or features of the concerned 
objects (targets or target regions) in every interesting region of images. (4) Finally, 
image fusion should be carried out that fuses information of attributes of interesting 
regions or/and the concerned objects and producing an image interpretation 
according to the applied requirements. It can be seen that every request of the above 
four aspects is challenging. The three preprocessing steps do not belong to the fusion 
processing itself, but they are vitally important for producing the desired fusion 
results.  

The aim of this paper is to bring forward a few new concepts to the researchers 
in our area. These concepts are not fully consistent with the current view points on 
image fusion techniques. (1) “The combination of two or more different images to 
form a new image by using a certain algorithm” could not be the essential of image 
fusion. (2) An image can be understood as a Distribution of Attributes of Objects 
(DAO) in the image (See Section 2 below). The DAO depends on the physical 
properties of the objects as well as on the imaging apparatus and its work mode 
(wavelength or frequency, polarization, radiation or reflection, etc.), and the 
circumstance conditions. (3) The feature-level image fusion is just data association 
of objects. That is: the all attributes of an object extracted from all acquired 
multi-sensor images are associated to each other. (4) On the decision level, the 
associated data are used to produce the set of numerical describers of every object, 
according to the request of object identification, classification, and change detection, 
etc. To this end, certain decision rules are necessary.    

The display of the fusion results and the related techniques are important and 
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the display may be in various forms: an image with enhanced objects; an image with 
object tags; a geographic map with object tags; several registered images or several 
pseudo-colored geographic maps that can be displayed singly or compositely, etc. 
The conventional image processing techniques, such as geometric correction, scaling 
and resample, intensity and chromaticity correction, edge enhancement and filtering, 
etc., are important in image fusion [Pohl and Van Genderen 1998], but the related 
discussion will be omitted here.          

It should be mentioned that the concept of the DAO implies that multi-sensor 
image fusion is generally not a “pure” image processing problem. Rather, 
researchers must pay more attention to the physical implications of images. We 
deem that the new concepts are more practical and able to help researchers in our 
area to extend their considerations in the research of image fusion.   
 
2. The object contained in the image 

The primary difficulty faced by image fusion comes from the understanding of 
what the object or content is in the image. From the view point of image processing, 
researchers are accustomed to establish a direct correspondence between a set of 
pixels and an object in the image. Physically, however, some prejudice hides behind 
this understanding. People used to find and interpret objects from a clear optical 
picture. Actually, even if the picture is high-resolution, it is not rare the case that it 
cannot contain complete information that we want, e.g. if the object is masked by 
clouds, leaves, tents or even paint. Microwave and infrared sensors, on the other 
hand, may detect the objects’ attributes that possibly cannot be obtained by optical 
sensors. For example, The L-band SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) can find metal 
objects through masking of clouds, leaves, tents or paint. Additionally, the infrared 
imaging devices can reflect the temperature distribution of the object itself and its 
neighborhood. Usually, the optical image, the radar image, and the infrared image of 
the same object may be very different in appearance, pattern, and size. In such a case, 
so-called ‘pixel-level image fusion’, which aims to improve image resolution, will 
become lack of scientific ground. Actually, what we need is such a technique that 
can implement information fusion by making fully use of image information we 
obtained. In order to find and identify an object reliably, we not only need the 
object’s appearance but also the object’s various physical attributes. Fig.1 shows 
three image samples. Fig.1 (a) is a multi-spectral image of somewhere, which shows 
more detailed geographical characteristics. Fig.1 (b) is its infrared image of the same 
area as that of the image in Fig.1 (a), which displays the temperature distribution of 
the area. Fig.1 (c) is a piece of a SAR image, in which there are a few airplanes. We 
cannot see any airplane clearly in Fig.1 (c). However the ultra-intensive reflection 
pattern appeared in the image shows the existence of the metal objects. Furthermore, 
the reflection pattern can offer useful information for confirming the structural 
characteristics of airplanes. 
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（a）                   (b)                     (c)  
Fig.1  Three image samples. (a) A multispectral image. (b) An 

infrared image of the same area as that of the image in (a). (c) A 
piece of SAR image.  

    
In multi-spectral image processing, images at different wave band and different 

polarization mode of the same vegetation area are usually different. In fact, such 
difference exhibits the property of the vegetation, i.e. it contains the feature 
attributes for distinguishing the property of the vegetation. In order to extract and 
use these attributes, we should analyze every image and relate all attributes of all 
images together. But this by no means implies that we must ‘fuse’ these images 
together and form a single one. For such application, usually, it would be more 
desirable to create a few images or pseudo-colored geographic maps, each one of 
them exhibits a distribution of a special attribute of the vegetation area.    

 

(a)                (b)  
Fig.2  Images of the same metal bridge imaged by different polarization SAR.  

（a）VV Polarization SAR image；（b）HH Polarization SAR image 
  
Polarization SAR images are an important and typical example. The theory and 

practice of backscattering of electromagnetic wave show that the reflection will 
enhance if the orientation of an edge of the object is coincident with the polarization 
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direction of the electromagnetic wave. Especially, reflection will become much 
intensive if the length of the reflection edge is closer to the electromagnetic 
wavelength. If a SAR can work in HH, VV, or VH polarization modes, the acquired 
images in different modes will be different in general, even if the object has not any 
change. Fig.2 shows two images of the same metal bridge imaged by a SAR in 
different polarization modes. It can be seen that the lengths of the bridge in two 
images are quite different. This difference just reflects the metal attribute of the 
bridge. Imaging property caused by polarization has evident manifestations not only 
for metal objects but also for vegetations, soil and so on, although the manifestations 
may be different. It means that SAR images and even optical images obtained by 
various polarizations are different for different earth’s surface, i.e. these images 
contain the feature attributes of earth’s surface. These results of observation and 
research have been widely used in agricultural monitoring, land and resource 
surveying, disaster evaluation and statistics [Rignot, Camps-Valls 2008, Aanæs 2008, 
Unsalan 2009, Hedman et al. 2010].  

In conclusion of our observation, an image should be considered as a distribution 
of attributes of objects (DAO). A distribution (image) acquired from a sensor under 
a specified working mode describes certain particular attributes of the object. 
Different distributions (images) describe the object characteristics from different 
points of view, such as the visual appearance, material, the structure size and 
orientation, temperature, the behavior of reflection, radiation and scattering, the 
foreground and the background associated with objects, etc. The task of image 
fusion is to utilize all information completely so as to realize information fusion.  

 
3. Key techniques involved in image fusion  

From the above observation, it can be seen that the research and application of 
image fusion depend on a mass of image materials coming from various imaging 
sensors. It is unlikely possible to provide reliable results using technical methods 
with absence of knowledge accumulation. Accompanied with image acquiring, 
analyzing and knowledge accumulation, the development of related theory and 
techniques becomes indispensable. 

 
(1) Multi-sensor image registration 
Image registration based on the mutual correlation is suitable only to the case 

when two images to be aligned have the same gray feature. In medical image 
processing, in order to realize the registration operation between a CT 
(Computerized Tomography) image and an MRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging) 
image, researches have developed a multi-modal image registration technique 
[Maintz 1998, Wong 2008]. The underlying theoretical basis is statistically 
computing the degree of coincidence of the variation of gray distributions of two 
images’ pixels. Such a degree of coincidence can be described by Kullback-Leibler 
divergence, mutual information, or mutual variance. Multimodal image registration 
can be used to process multi-sensor remote sensing image registration [Wang 2002, 
Shi 2004, Woo et al. 2009, Li et al. 2009]. However, the development of the related 
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theory and technique remains expected. 
Inevitably, there are geometric distortions among multi-sensor remote sensing 

images, which make direct large-scale image registration non-practical. A technical 
method for the correction of geometric distortions is needed first. A typical 
geometric correction method is to determine two sets of feature points respectively 
in two images. The two sets of feature points are correctly corresponding to each 
other geometrically and they are used as reference points for geometric correction of 
one image to another. Traditional feature points are crossing points, corner points, 
etc. In practice, however, these points are difficult to be determined at pixel level for 
lack of a determinate criterion. In such a case, the correctness of selected feature 
points is not guaranteed. The concept of generalized feature points (GFD) [Zou 2002] 
provides more reasonable ground for determining the reference points of geometric 
correction.  

The primary idea of the GFD concept is as follows [Zou 2002]. Let A and B be 
two images to be registered. Select a small sub-image in A and it is denoted by SA1. 
The small image SA1 should be complicated enough, e.g. it contains crossing points, 
corners, endpoints, etc. We search for a small sub-image in B, denoted by SB1, so 
that SB1 and SA1 can be registered to each other exactly. This is possible by using 
the multimodal image registration technique. If this is realizable, an arbitrary point 
in SA1 has its counterpart in SB1, and such a pair can be used to serve as the feature 
points and called as the GFD. Typically, the centers of SA1 and SB1 can be selected 
as a pair of GFD. Similarly, we can select and determine more pairs of GFD in A 
and in B.  
   For multi-sensor image fusion, we need not only to register/align the related 
images, but also to exhibit the different attributes of different images. This implies 
that, in certain areas of images, the patterns would be different from one image to the 
others. These different patterns cannot be registered each other. Rather, we must 
conserve these differences respectively. Clearly, we need such a registration 
technique that has the ability of distinguishing the object’s regions with non-object’s 
regions of images. Registration should be carried out only on the basis of 
non-object’s regions. In application, it is not really needed to determine the 
non-object’s regions exactly. In fact, for the aim of geometric correction we need 
only to determine three or more pairs of GFD located in the non-object’s regions. 
This is not a difficult task in usual case. However, detection of different patterns in 
different images by computer will be by no means an easy task for multi-model 
images. In fact, how to define “the different patterns” and distinguish it with other 
part of the image will be problematic. No exact theory and method have been 
reported in the literature.  
    From the theory and experimental results of multi-modal image registration, we 
can see that the reported techniques in the literature suit for the situation that the 
geometric distribution of edges of the two images to be aligned is generally 
coincident while the gray attributes of corresponding regions of the images may be 
not consistent. For multi-sensor image registration application, these conditions may 
be difficult to be satisfied. Actually, in order to realize registration of Fig.1 (a) with 
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Fig.1 (b), we need re-examine the existing theory and technique of multi-modal 
image registration because the lack of theory and method to verify and evaluate the 
precision of registration. Furthermore, it remains to be expected to investigate the 
registration problems for 3-D images and large size images formed from piecing 
together several images with distortion in geometry and in gray level. The handling 
of these problems would be challenging for researchers in this area. 
 

(2) Segmentation of the commonly interesting region 
On the basis of image registration, the second preprocessing step of 

implementation of image fusion is segmentation of the commonly interesting region 
in each related image. This work is naturally application-oriented. The interesting 
region may be the object itself. Also it may be the region containing the objects or 
the circumstance where objects are located. Segmentation of regions manually is not 
so realistic for massive image processing. In the literature, we can find a number of 
reports for image segmentation [Pham 2004, Artaechevarria et al. 2009, Wan et al. 
2009]. The most useful segmentation techniques can be established on the basis of 
the homogeneity of attributes in the region [Zou 2002]. The homogeneity generally 
used for image segmentation includes the homogeneity of gray level attribute; of 
statistical features of textures; of texture patterns; and of velocities of objects (for 
video image segmentation). A typical method is to compute the features of images in 
a specified small window. The features typically are: parameters of the probabilistic 
or deterministic image model, parameters of the images in the transform domain 
(Fourier Transform, DCT, Gabor Transform, Wavelet Transform, Curvelet 
Transform or Multiresolution Geometric Analysis, Singular Value Decomposition, 
Gray Histogram, etc.). These features can be directly used in image segmentation. 
However, a significant error of segmentation will appear in the neighborhood of the 
boundary of the region by this method. The active contour method has been 
successfully used for segmentation of images with homogeneity in gray level and it 
is very suitable to the task of segmentation and extraction of ocean coasts, lake 
surfaces, river channels and suchlike [Terzopoulious 1986, Kass et al. 1987]. There 
are lots of reports about image segmentation with large scale texture. But more 
general and efficient techniques are seeking yet [Zhang 2002, Yang 2004]. 

Segmentation technique based on the feature homogeneity can only deal with 
very limited segmentation problems. Image fusion possibly requires more additional 
regional assignment techniques. For example, in order to evaluate the disaster, we 
need not only to determine the disaster-influenced region but also the potentially and 
secondarily disaster-influenced areas. At the same time, we usually need to evaluate 
not only the capital disaster but the secondary disaster and the intergrowth disaster. 
When all of information should be exhibited on the basis of a complete set of images 
acquired from the past to the current, the image segmentation technique required for 
image fusion application will be in a composite form. In such a case, image 
segmentation and area partition need a data support from the large-area monitoring 
system. From the system framework of data fusion technique, such a level of 
inter-hierarchy fusion is short of investigation. Planning, controlling and 
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management of the urbanization process are important application of image fusion. 
It needs more detailed regional assignment and segmentation techniques to provide 
various statistics of information, such as constructing/constructed urban areas, 
planning regions, geography and geological distribution, and the dynamic process of 
urban evolution, etc. However, from the view point of image processing, how to 
define the segmentation region lacks of proper standard or criterion because the 
urban architecture usually forms irregular image patterns [Akçay 2007, 2008, 
Hedman et al. 2010]. 

In practice of multi-sensor image fusion, the objects may exhibit divergent 
patterns and the boundaries of the objects versus its background may be not clearly 
distinguishable. This is the real case especially for radar and infrared images. In such 
a case, the conventional segmentation technique would produce a profile that may be 
different greatly from the real profile of the objects. A plausible way to avoid this 
difficulty is to produce a compact object’s region (COR) which satisfies a few 
conditions as follows. 1) The COR should be large enough that can contain the 
complete object’s pattern, visible and possibly invisible. 2) It is a common region for 
all acquired images from different sensors. 3) It is a compact (small enough) region 
that satisfies the conditions 1) and 2). To this end, the segmentation technique 
should be in a composite form that integrates several criteria and should be jointly 
carried out simultaneously to all images. The COR is an effective basis for 
extracting and describing the feature attributes of objects.               

 
(3) Extraction and association of feature attributes of objects 

Image processing for application of image fusion is asked to offer warranted 
information for the final image interpretation, and therefore extracting and 
describing the feature attributes of objects become very important. The attributes of 
an image region generally mean the features of the texture of the region. We can 
extract various features of textures by means of mathematic modeling and transform 
techniques of images [Romdhani 2007]. Since an image is understood as a DAO, a 
basic problem should be investigated: what kind of feature attributes can fully reflect 
the physical property of a specified kind of objects and what kind of mathematic 
models is the most suitable for extracting the feature attributes. For example, the 
utilization of the polarization attributes has comprehensive significance. How to 
jointly process various texture features of polarized SAR images needs deeper 
theoretical study and experimental investigation. 
   Extraction of objects from an image is a basic operation in image processing. 
Usually, a segmentation technique is required for extracting objects contained in an 
image. Typically, the profiles of objects are extracted. But this is not always feasible, 
when the boundary of the object is not distinguishable with the background. In 
military image fusion, a kind of particular artificial objects, such as airports, roads, 
large buckets, bridges, etc, are highly concerned [Mayer 1999, Akçay 2007, 2008]. 
Usually, we cannot extract these objects directly from a large size image because in 
such a way we will waste too much computation resource. The grid searching 
scheme has the similar difficulty. At the first step, we can assign a particular object 
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region that contains the objects. This can be done on the basis of history knowledge 
obtained from remote sensing for most objects. For emerged unknown objects and 
moving objects, such as airplanes, vehicles, tanks, warships, etc, a seeking algorithm 
would be needed. In any case, if a compact region that contains objects can be 
assigned before seeking, the computational burden of extraction operation will 
decrease drastically.  

In the development of the multimedia content description standard, MPEG7, 
researchers have proposed a series of technical methods for extracting and 
describing the content in images [Manjunath 2002]. The research results for MPEG7 
inherently can be utilized as a good reference for researchers in our community. 
Take care that, however, implementation of image fusion requires much more 
precise results of extraction and description. A systemic research for the theory, 
method, and criteria remains in expectation.  

To describe regular artificial objects, such as airports, roads, large buckets, 
bridges, etc., there exist a number of methods that can be utilized singly or 
compositely. The mathematic transform methods (Fourier Transform, DCT, Gabor 
Transform, Wavelet Transform, Curvelet Transform or Multi-resolution Geometric 
Analysis, Singular Value Decomposition, Gray Histogram, etc.) are commonly used 
for extracting the numerical features of objects. Complex moments are a kind of 
numerical features with invariability. These features have been used successfully for 
pattern identification [Abu-Mostafa 1985, Jin and Davis 2005, Ruvimbo 2009]. 
Hough transform is a feature extraction technique used for finding imperfect 
instances of objects within a certain class of shapes [Shapiro 2001]. The result of 
Hough transform can offer features of positions and arbitrary shapes including lines, 
squeres, circles or ellipses.  

Essentially, the description of an object by a set of numerical features implies a 
kind of simplified expresion of that object. A question is: what kind of description is 
the most efficient? The question closely relates to several important scientific 
problems such as data complexity, modeling,   compression, and encoding. The 
research on this problem for images is highly expected.      

There is lack of general methods for describing movable objects, such as planes, 
vehicles, tanks, etc. These metal objects have strong reflecting points or reflecting 
lines accompanied by a particular reflection pattern in SAR images. Also they may 
have certain temperature distribution pattern in infrared images. Such a pattern will 
form a contrast with the background. Moreover, the movability of objects is a useful 
attribute. SAR will produce an imaging abnormality for moving objects. This 
implies a possibility of detecting moving objects. Furthermore, it is an effective 
method for images acquired at different time to obtain information of moving 
objects through moving detection. Care is needed that this method relies on the 
precision of image registration. The description method for attributes of moving 
metal objects now is not at hand. For SAR sensors, a possible method is to establish 
a database of reflection modes of various typical objects. Unluckily, the reflection 
patterns of SAR objects are greatly diverse. The reflection patterns depend on many 
factors, such as radar working frequency, transceiver polarization arrangement, 
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object’s external structure, the spatial position and attitude of the object relative to 
the radar, etc. This makes the database of reflection patterns too large to be 
established. On the basis of reflection patterns, a possible way for establishing the 
radar object database is to find a set of numerical features with some invariability 
that can describe the reflection patterns. But it needs further theoretical and 
experimental study. 

Association of feature attributes of objects has its special meaning for 
multi-sensor image fusion. The all attributes of an object obtained from all acquired 
multi-sensor images are associated to each other. This will offer a sound base for 
describing the objects so that the primary idea of image fusion can be implemented.  

To this end, an association database should be established. The association 
database proposed here is a database method which automatically associates the 
complete set of numerical features coming from different sensors relating to the 
same object or region. In the association database, a description may contain several 
terms. Each term consists of a few parameters that reflect the attributes of the object 
from all possible view angles. This is just the way of “blind men apperceive a big 
elephant”. For a special kind of objects, we should study and investigate the most 
essential features and the most suitable sensors. The database permits users to access, 
use and display each single image or combine all related images together flexibly, 
and to implement the synthesis and fusion algorithms conveniently. Such an 
association database must be application-oriented. For a specified application, a 
special data protocol, the object’s attribute-feature protocol (OAFP), should be 
established at the first step.  

Imaging a practical situation, if a few multi-sensor images of a same interesting 
area have been acquired, a primary question should be answered is that how to 
associate or relate the contents or objects of every image together? A general theory 
and method to answer this question would be very difficult to be made out. For a 
specified and a limited application, the model-based attribute association of objects 
is possible. For military image fusion application, for example, the objects to be 
concerned are limited. The available imaging apparatuses are also limited. Through a 
massive experiment investigation, the set of feature-attributes of objects under 
different imaging conditions can be established. Such a set can be viewed as a model 
for describing the object. This forms a basis for the model-based attribute 
association of objects and therefore the basis of the OAFP. Once such an OAFP is 
architected, it will offer a unified work frame in the research and application of 
image fusion.  

 
 (4) Information fusion and automatic image interpretation 
This is the step of producing results of image fusion. On the basis of the 

established association database, the implementation of image fusion from the newly 
obtained images will become reasonable. The published information fusion theory 
and technique mainly concern the application of data fusion and fusion decision 
[Hall 2001]. The typical applications are concentrated to detection, tracking, and 
identification of multiple moving targets; battlefield intelligence, surveillance, and 
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situation assessment; and integration and decision in Command-Control- 
Communication & Intelligence (C3I) systems; and a few non-military fields [Bar et 
al. 2010]. Image fusion has its extraordinary character which stems from the trait of 
images: richness and diversity of the content, and visibility and intuitiveness. In fact, 
the so-called “content” of an image may be divergently interpreted in usual case. In 
application, researchers must confine themselves to search for a specified set of 
attributes, each one of which can be described by a small set of numerical features. 
This would be realizable in virtue of the model-based attribute association of objects 
and the special data protocol OAFP mentioned previously.     

Automatic image interpretation is highly desirable for application. Image 
interpretation closely relates to pattern recognition and image understanding. The 
research on these topics has got fruitful results in the recent several ten years. In the 
multi-sensor imaging circumstance, the input entries would be multiple. Once the 
operation of object association can be carried out on the basis of the OAFP, the 
development of the pattern recognition and image interpretation algorithms can be 
schemed on the brand-new basis. Since the objects we concerned can be described 
through multiple features, and each feature can be described by several numerical 
values, a weighted-composite feature-matching method would work well. The 
further advanced recognition and interpretation techniques may include [Dai and 
Khorram 1999, Yun 2004, Dong et al. 2004, Huang and Jing 2007, Wang et al. 2007, 
Theodoridis,  Koutroumbas 2009, Howson and Urbach 2005, Bolstad 2007, Carlin 
and Louis 2008, Bolstad 2010]: 

  Hybrid numerical - morphological identification method 
Bayesian statistic based method     
Artificial neural network based identification method 
Mathematic manifold based identification method 

With the hybrid and composite inputs, the mentioned advanced methods and related 
theory should be re-examined. Nevertheless, the available data are now richer than 
ever, the correctness of object’s identification would be warranted with relative ease.        

When the result of image fusion is displayed in a dynamic video form or in the 
form of contrasted image series or geographic map series, the impact to our eye and 
thought would be extraordinary. This implies that the mental factor and experience 
should be considered in fusion decision and image interpretation. In fact, a complete 
automatic image interpretation for practical scale images will ask a huge volume of 
computational resource. In practical circumstance, with the help of an experienced 
image interpreter, the man-machinery interactive image interpretation system would 
be much efficient. The interpreter can help to restrict the size of the concerned areas; 
to tag a part of intuitively discriminable objects; to correct some of errors in 
interpretation; and more. Clearly, in addition to the automatic image identification 
and fusion ability, a practical and efficient image fusion system should allow the 
control inputs from interpreters.         
 
4. Conclusions 

Since an image can be understood as a DAO, multi-sensor image fusion is 
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naturally the matter of attribute composition or information fusion. With this view 
point, researchers must pay more attention to the physical implications of images. In 
the multi-sensor circumstance, the patterns of an identical object in different images 
may be significantly different from each other. The differences among patterns 
contain the feature attributes of the object. In this paper, a few preprocessing 
techniques, such as multi-sensor image registration, segmentation of the commonly 
interesting region, and extraction of feature attributes of objects, are discussed with 
considerations relating to image fusion. With the concept of the DAO, feature-level 
image fusion turns out to be association of attributes of objects. The natural 
reasoning of the consideration leads to the proposals for the association database and 
the OAFP, which can be established on the basis of the model-based attribute 
association of objects. By means of the established association database, the 
implementation of image fusion from the newly obtained images will become 
reasonable.   

 From the proposed concepts, the popular definition for image fusion, “The 
combination of two or more different images to form a new image by using a certain 
algorithm”, could not be the essential. “To form a new image” can be substituted by 
“to produce a set of associated attribute descriptions of objects”. The display and the 
related techniques are important, but not limited to a single fused image.  

 The DAO is a new concept. It brings about a series of problems that should be 
considered in multi-sensor image fusion. In this paper, only a few commonly 
encountered problems have been mentioned. However, the range of the related 
research work is large, multifold, and challenging. The multi-sensor image fusion 
technique and the related theoretical concepts need continue efforts of many 
researchers.     
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